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“Our kids are growing up on a digital playground and no one is on recess
duty.”
“Filter a website and you protect a child for a day. Educate your students
about being a responsible digital citizen, and you protect your child for a
lifetime.”

1. Reality: Technology is rewiring their _________.

Strategy_______________________________.
Strategy_______________________________.
Blog posts: Screen time and Parental Control: 5 Recommendations
Snapchat Suicide: Is Social Media Killing our Kids?

2. Reality: __________ is the norm.
Strategy: _______ the right things.
Blog posts: Snapchat Discover
Instagram has a Porn Problem (Instaporn)
How to Talk to a 5-year-old About Porn
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3. Reality: Where the ________ are = where the ____________ are
Blog posts: Tricky People – Stranger Danger in the Digital Age

Strategy: __________ doorways.
Guard the ________________
Guard the ________________
Guard the ________________
Blog posts: Family Sharing and Apple Restrictions
3 Reasons to Turn off the App Store

4. Reality: Technology _________ cruel behavior.
Strategy: ______ in their ________________.

5. Reality: Your kids are _______________ watching you
Strategy: __________ the right behaviors.
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6. Reality: Technology is _____________ changing
Strategy: ________ Informed
Subscribe to Parent Tech Updates: text the word “protect” (no quotes) to 66866
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AGES: 3-6 and 6-10
Great books for teaching your pre-school and elementary
child about pornography and what to do when they see it. The
author believes in Jesus, but it is written as a secular resource.
https://protectyoungeyes.com/pictures

AGES: 10-15
A great book for teaching your middle or early high school
student about the risks of sexting, porn, and digital dangers,
written from a Christian perspective.
https://protectyoungeyes.com/phone

AGES: ALL
Authored by Chris McKenna, this book gives tech talking points
(yes, exactly what to say!) in each of the 4 phases of a child’s
life: pre-school, elementary, middle, and high school.
https://protectyoungeyes.com/tech-talks

AGES: birth-14
Mobicip is what we recommend for Android devices and
Chromebooks. They continue to improve the quality of their
product show their strength with an amazing filter for safer
internet browsing.
https://protectyoungeyes.com/mobicip

AGES: 12-adult
For older teens and young adults, Internet Accountability
teaches you to click well. Great for iOS, Mac, Windows,
Android. Try it FREE for 30 days with promo code:
protectyoungeyes
https://protectyoungeyes.com/covenant-eyes
AGES: anyone using social media
Bark uses a complex algorithm to detect harmful and
inappropriate language, fake accounts, and harmful images
on major social media platforms like Snapchat and Instagram.
It layers really well with Mobicip, Covenant Eyes, or Forcefield.
https://protectyoungeyes.com/bark

AGES: 7-14
An excellent parental control for iOS devices that parents want
to monitor but also allow kids enough freedom to explore and
learn how to use the device well. Use Forcefield with iOS
Restrictions for a safe Apple experience.
https://protectyoungeyes.com/forcefield
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